
SubmitAndForget.com to Revolutionize Cyber
Shopping With Manual Online Product
Comparison
Free Online Shopping Comparison Service Launched Cyber Monday

WASHINGTON, DC, UNITED STATES, December 28, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Online shopping
will be forever changed with the launch of Submit and Forget.com. This new online shopping

We are so excited to be
launching this valuable and
unique service just in time for
the holiday shopping season.
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comparison service launched on Cyber Monday – December
1, 2014. 

SubmitAnd Forget.com is not a computer program – it is
made up of a professional staff comprehensively trained in
online shopping that are physically in front of their computers,
manually comparing all relevant products. This “human touch”
promises to find the very best prices online by doing all of the
research for the user and comparing prices on products that
are requested by users. The service lives up to its name by

making online shopping fast and easy. The user simply fills out an online questionnaire – which takes
less than five minutes – then submits their request and forgets it. Gone are the days of spending
hours researching, Googling and comparing prices. 

Submit and Forget.com has real, live staff members doing all of the research for you – not robots or
automated systems - so requests receive a personal touch. Within 24 hours of hitting the submit
button, users will receive an email with a minimum of three suggested products, along with the links to
the retailers that are offering them for the absolute lowest prices. The staff members read all of the
product reviews in order to identify the best products offered within the specific category, and then
begin the task of comparing all options from different sites in order to identify the best options that will
meet the user’s specific needs.

Products researched are limited to those that users would purchase online and have shipped to their
home with a minimum value of $50 – items such as cars and large appliances would not be
searchable. What makes Submit and Forget.com unique, and a win-win for both user and retailer, is
that the company is only compensated by the online retailer when customers actually purchase a
recommended item. 

“We are so excited to be launching this valuable and unique service just in time for the holiday
shopping season,” said Ian Pribyl, CEO of Submit and Forget.com. “People have enough to do in their
busy lives rather than spending hours researching products – so we want to let them get back to their
lives and do the leg work for them. If people are looking for the best quality, highest reviewed and
lowest priced products available, then let Submit and Forget.com work for you.”

Learn more at http://submitandforget.com. Downloadable links, video and banners for Submit and
Forget.com can be found at http://submitandforget.com/share/. 
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